
Since everyone was now playing the
same thing at the same time—and
physically separate from each other—I
could approach each student closely to
watch, listen, and begin to assess their
individual capabilities: mental, physical,
respirational, emotional. Watching
someone do something that is new and
strange is a great way to learn about
them, on many different levels.
Ms. G. had so little breath that I

remember thinking that if a dead and
dessicated mosquito were lying on a
table, she would not be able to move it
by blowing on it from two inches away.
Her color was not good—greyish—and
she seemed a bit withdrawn compared
to the rest of my students, most of
whom seemed more activated. Some
excited, some happy, some anxious, each
according to their expectations, life
experiences, and personality.
For the rest of the evening, the group

learned to play some simple blues harp,
and we did some fight or flight response
short-circuiting work (by alternating
attention between a fear- or anger-
inducing thought, and playing a blues
riff). Ms. G. worked at it gamely, but it
was clearly a struggle for her. After
discussing the connection between blues
rock harmonica, the Pranayama Yoga
Sutras of Patanjali, and the implications of
the Buddha’s Anapanasmṛti Sutra (a
portion of which could easily be construed
to describe a favorite Chicago style blues
riff), the class adjourned.
Each day of one of my five-day

workshops is divided into morning,
afternoon, and evening sessions. During
the morning session of the first full day,
Ms. G. worked hard. But she could not
reliably tell whether she was breathing in
or out, and seemed to have little control
over her diaphragm. Her ability to

Harmonica Liberation: 
The Strange Case of Ms. G.

David Harp

IWAS CONCERNED as I regarded the person whom I thought
would be the most problematic student of my five-day
Harmonica-Based Mindfulness workshop: Ms. G., a

seventy-something woman with a British accent. It was Sunday
night, halfway through our first session. I’d already introduced
myself, and described what I might call my “lineage” (Stephen
and Ondrea Levine for compassion work, Jack Kornfield for
Vipassana instruction and Kalyana Mitra/Buddhist Psychotherapy
sessions; Sonny Terry, his nephew J.C. Burris, and Big Walter
Horton for harmonica instruction; and the late, great Paul
Butterfield for instruction in how not to be a bluesman). Then,
after each member of the group introduced themselves, discussed
their individual goals and issues, and underwent a few minutes 
of basic instruction, I had the entire group disperse widely
throughout the large room and practice doing a breath-
synchronized super simple “HarMantra™” (a relaxing, repetitive
sequence of in and out breaths on certain chords of the
harmonica) along with some rhythm n’ blues background music.
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inhale and exhale on cue improved
somewhat by the end of the first
morning session, but her respiratory
capacity remained distressingly low.
During the middle of our first day’s

afternoon session, while doing
individual checking work as the entire
group was doing intentional

synchronized breathing to a music
background, I came around to Ms. G.
Her face was flushed, and she looked
very excited. She exclaimed (in a
surprisingly loud British accent) what I
heard—over the playing of the group—
as “Moy doyfrom’s pupped.” I was
clearly confused by her comment, so she
said it again, more clearly: “My
diaphragm’s popped!” I heard the words
this time, but still did not understand. 
We moved away from the group a bit,

and she then explained that during the
Blitz in London, she lived in a tiny
village on the South coast of England.
Since the Luftwaffe pilots did not want
to return home with any leftover bombs
and risk landing with them, they would
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making mistakes while playing
spontaneous, improvised music with a
group (it’s an especially strong fear
when the student is using a large, loud,
amplifier, as we often do!). Liberation
from the tyranny of the mind, that
mysterious, mutinous entity that is so
often for us a monstrous master, but
which when tamed by mindfulness can
be the world’s greatest servant, a
veritable Aladdin’s genie all one’s own.
And for some, when we work on the
advaita/non-dualistic segments of the
workshops, even a moment of a hint of
an inkling of liberation from the
subject/object division, that Great

Divide that makes us believe that a Sri
Nisargadatta or a Ramana Maharshi or
even the Buddha himself is separate
from us.
Ms. G. liberated her diaphragm, from

a lifetime of frozen inactivity. She
believed that it was possible. She tried
many methods to achieve her goal, and
worked diligently at each. Eventually, she
found a method—esoteric or unlikely
though it might have seemed to most in
her condition—that worked for her. For
me, what Ms. G. accomplished is a great
inspiration, to remind me that with
belief, broad-mindedness, and diligence,
liberation—of many kinds—is possible.
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drop them on various targets before they
reached the English Channel. When she
was two years old, her home was
bombed and she was badly injured,
especially her diaphragm muscle. So
since 1944 she has suffered from the
condition known as “frozen diaphragm,”
or “diaphragmatic paralysis” (often
caused by thoracic trauma, which she
certainly experienced: the bomb blew
her entirely out of the house into “the

pathway”). On March 18, 2013, her
diaphragm “unfroze.” It “popped,” as
she put it. Decades of physical therapy,
chiropractic work, psychotherapy, etc.
had never given her a result like this.
From that moment on, her breathing

improved—not day by day, but session
by session. Although certainly still not a
powerful breather, by the last day, she
was able to play long songs without
stopping (like Beethoven’s Ninth,
Fourth Movement, the Ode to Joy),
“bend” notes (an advanced blues
technique that takes more wind than
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simply playing notes) and perform
simple blues and rock songs.
Many of my other students noticed

the change in her mood, color, and
breathing by the end of the first day, and
asked me (and her) about it. She made a
“diaphragm popping” announcement,
similar to what she’d told me earlier, to
the entire group.
I was still somewhat shocked by her

transformation, and (mostly jokingly)

accused her of being a plant, such as
some unethical “faith healers” use for
stooges, who crawl or crutch their way
into the church, only to jump up and
dance out after being blessed and
“healed.” She staunchly, and with great
good humor, denied this. 
This was definitely one of the 

most striking and instantaneous
transformations that I’ve seen in my
work. A great deal of my emphasis in
seminars is on liberation. Liberation
from the tyranny of thinking oneself
unmusical. Liberation from the fear of

Ms. G. liberated her diaphragm, 
from a lifetime of frozen activity.


